evaluate the set of sufficient conditions (1 1) for uncoupled estimation: 
I. INTRODUCTION
The set of discrete prolate spheroidal sequences (DPSS's) has long been known to have characteristics which would make them ideal candidates for use in communication and signal processing applications. Possible applications of DPSS's include pulse shaping, secure communications [I] , PAM [2] , and signal extrapolation [3] . Initially, DPSS generation was difficult due to the lack of a closed form solution. In [4] a method was given for generating the single most frequency-compact sequence out of a set of DPSS's, however, the method did not allow for the generation of either DPSS's beside the most compact sequence or for DPSS's of extremely long length. The recursive procedure in [4] does not work well for certain DPSS's with a length beyond approximately 32 samples. Applications requiring sequences with long lengths would not be able to use DPSS pulses in these cases. This correspondence will give a fairly straightforward, simple, and reliable method for the generation of any DPSS of arbitrary length. DPSS's with length in excess of 10000 samples have been generated with this method. First, a description of the DPSS's and some of their properties will be given.
DPSS's are the discrete-time relatives of the prolate spheroidal wave functions [ 5 ] and discrete prolate spheroidal wave functions. Although DPSS's have been studied by various authors, the most extensive work has been done by Slepian [6] . The notation used by Slepian in denoting a single DPSS is P (~) ( -\ -. UT), where S indicates both the number of DPSS's in the set and the number of samples in each DPSS, and 11-is a bandwidth and shaping factor under the constraint 0 < 11-< .5. The value of k indicates the particular DPSS out of the set k = 0.1.. . . . S -1.
The most well known property of the orthogonal DPSS's is that a set of DPSS's comprise the index limited sequences with greatest amount of energy contained within a frequency band. It is also known that DPSS ('(o)(A\-.ll-) has the most compact spectrum out of the set, while each succeeding DPSS, k = 1.. ..._ Y -1, has a larger bandwidth than the DPSS preceding it [6] .
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so all the eigenvectors of T ( S, It7) are also the eigenvectors of H(1V. IY) [7] .
In previous work [SJ the QR algorithm was used to find the eigenvectors (DPSS's) of both T ( LT. It7) and H (A-, 14. 
T ( X , IY).
Using the QR algorithm or a variation of it generally requires the entire set of eigenvectors to be found. In various possible applications of DPSS's, only a select number of DPSS's will be desired. In these cases, it would be beneficial to have a different algorithm which finds only a single DPSS. The following describes a procedure for finding a single DPSS (eigenvector) associated with the kth largest eigenvalue of normal symmetric Jacobian matrices such as T ( iV. W ) . In general, the algorithm first finds the desired eigenvalue, and the corresponding eigenvector is found using iterative techniques.
Because T ( AV. W ) is originally in symmetric tridiagonal form, the well known method of bisection may be used to find a single eigenvalue with potentially smaller relative error than if multiple eigenvalues were found using QR or QL iterations (p.
of [9]).
Let the elements of T be denoted by
The characteristic polynomial of the leading r x T principal submatrix, T,, of T is known to be Once the desired eigenvalue is found, the corresponding eigenvector or DPSS may be found using the method of inverse iteration
[lo]. Inverse iteration works fine for finding the eigenvector which corresponds to the known eigenvalue except when the eigenvalue is close in value to another eigenvalue, i.e., the eigenvalues are clustered. The procedure for inverse iteration is shown below for finding the eigenvector associated with eigenvalue Ak. let t i 1 be a unit vector Normalize I '~ to get a new 11, end. The desired DPSS is the last normalized solution, P I . Even though (T-XkI) is nearly singular for eigenvalues Xk-of very good accuracy, inverse iteration is known to work well in these cases, many times requiring only one or two iterations [IO] . The norm of the residue T = ( T -X k 1 ) v l may be used to determine the accuracy of the final result. When the known eigenvalue Xk was accurate to within TOL = l e -6 using the bisection method explained previously, it was found that three iterations of the above procedure produced accurate DPSS's. Because matrix T ( 11.) is tridiagonal, solving the system equations during each iteration for the latest eigenvector estimate was also simplified (p. 155 of [9]).
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SOME EXAMPLES
Figs. 1-5 show some examples of DPSS's generated using the technique described above.
IV. CONCLUSION
A method for accurate and computationally efficient generation of any single DPSS of large length was presented. The method is easy to implement and should prove useful in situations where only a few DPSS's out of a large set are desired. The availability of long length DPSS's will open the oportunity for their use in applications requiring sequences of long length. 
